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Preface
Welcome to the second edition of Guardian Literati…which has always served as a
mouth piece of the Jr. College, putting on display the literary prowess of its students
and mirror of Jr. College activities.
A word of advice to students….
“Do not await a bounty of legacy from your parents, from them a gift of
education will more than compensate any monetary inheritance you forsake.
Education is your greatest asset, it is your strength, it is your guide in life. Learn
it well, it will give you a purpose in life.
Dr. Vijaypat Singhania
Thus this edition is most befitting that it serves as a tribute to all gurus.
“There is nothing more sacred than respecting a teacher. Devotion to a teacher cannot
be substituted. There is no greater wealth than teacher’s blessings. There is no
happiness or success without a teacher’s blessings”
Gurus/Teachers have to be transformational leaders. Like Krishna, they have to
create Arjunas who will take the path of action, justice and righteousness. Teachers
have to be mentors and instill in the students a sense of pride in being a human being.
The students have to aspire for the best in life and work for that. It is not enough that
they work hard: but they have to be smart also in the competitive world. To be
Arjunas of tomorrow, they have to internalize the courage and spirit of Arjuna, the
warrior, in them, and fight with courage for the cause. I am reminded of one of
Bapu’s immortal saying – “Be the change you want to see in the world” Let us not
complain what is wrong in the world around us. Instead let us rise to the occasion and
meet challenges head on. The world needs bright innovative minds that will spread
the revolution of change for a better and peaceful world.
We look forward to creating courageous youth who have wisdom to learn, listen,
lead and transform.

Dr. Sobhana Nair
(Coordinator)

Intra College Debate Competition
On 29th June,2019 our college CCA in
association with English club organised Intra
college Debate competition. The topic for the
same was “Are Smart Phones making us
Smarter” .
Students from XII science and commerce
were the participants and students of XI & XII
Std were the spectators. The pros and cons
group was led by Mamta from XII Sci. and Sejal
from XII com respectively.
There were two rounds and both the
groups gave tough competition to each other.
Finally, the cons group won. Three best speakers
were awarded with a certificate. The event was
concluded with vote of thanks and an
escalating speech of our Head Mistress.
Excerpts from Mrs. Priya Patange’s report.

Vanamahotsav-“A green step for our future”
Vanamahotsav was celebrated on 5th July 2019 by
felicitating the dignitaries with saplings and the event
was started with the inauguration of 1st edition of
Newsletter “Literati” by our honorable guests. The
program was then continued by a presentation on
“Save Forests” and “Usage of Eco friendly bags” by XII
commerce students where they explained the causes
and consequences of deforestation and the measures to
overcome such crucial problem. Chief Guest gave an
eye opening speech on safe guarding of our internal
and external environment. She elucidated the
importance of 5C’s to bring success in our life. They are
Communication, Critical thinking, Collaboration,
Creativity, Compassion.
She also counselled our students that environment day
is not a celebration for one day, it should be followed
every day. She enlightened about CSR and to achieve
CSR one should be ISR i.e. Individual Social
Responsibility and change should start from ‘me’ i.e. a
single individual.
Immediately after the session, approximately 20
students from XII Com along with Dignitaries and two
teachers went to Bhopar Tekdi for tree plantations.
Students planted the trees under the supervision and
guidance of teachers, guests and the officials from
Gram Panchayat.

Art and Craft Workshop
“The purpose of artists washing the dust of
daily life off our souls" quote by Picasso. Taking
this as aim, the College CCA has organized Art &
craft workshop as a stress buster for XII std. students
to overcome stress. Students were informed earlier
to bring their own craft material. They were made
to sit in groups where each group made different
items like flowers, bouquets, paper bags & sticks for
bouquets. The art & craft teachers guided them in
making the flowers in easy way. Teachers also
helped the students in completing the task.
Greeting Card Competition was conducted on 1st
July 2019 where students were asked to prepare
greeting cards from home.

Darpan/ Reflections
“A dream does not become reality
through magic, it takes sweat,
determination and hard work” By
Collin Powell.
This quote sometimes stands apt to few
people. And Omprakash Mehta is one among
them. To become an inspirer one need not be a
great personality or celebrity, a small action or
deed makes one as an idol in real life.
In his stimulating interview, Omprakash
revealed many facts that how tedious his schedule
was in XII std and how well he balanced his studies
and as well as his students’.
He never wanted to be burden to his
parents’ either in paying the college fees or for his
classes. Instead he helped them financially by
taking home tuitions as soon as he completed his
SSC boards.
He was so focused and well-adjusted that
he passed with distinction and topped in
Mathematics with 93 marks. Not only that he
struggled and planned for his students and
achieved it where almost all his students of SSC
boards have passed with good percentage.
He gives the credit for his success to his
parents, his teachers, who helped him to
accomplish his task without going for tuitions, his
friends, who supported him and to his students
and their parents, who believed in him.
Interviewed by Ms. Vanita Kumawat

Inauguration of Spoken English
Curriculum
“To Realm into the realm of literary art
that shaoes the inner self, nurtures the
creative thirst and sculpts the raw
potential of young ignited minds”

The English Club, Guardian High School and Jr.
College, kick started its “Spoken English
Curriculum” with great grandrur and splendor to
entice the young minds to spring up and
accomplish various co-scholastic areas of interest
and excellence. The programme was held on 15th
July 2019 (Monday) in the school basement at 1.30
pm with the Inaugral Address by Hon’ Chief Guest
Mr. Sharad Pandhare, Member of Board Of
Studies Maharashtra State ( English), Member of
Text book writing committee Balbharthi , Pune ,
also been the participant in English textbook
writing work specially for std 6th, 7th, 8th , 9th and
10th.
The guest speaker emphasized that the activities
helps us to be more creative and innovative. It
gives scope for good social life by making us self
confident. It not only keeps us united but gives us
learning experience from others too.
He put a light on the Five Guiding
Principal
1. Connecting knowledge to outside world
2. Shifting focus from rote learning
3. Enriching curriculum beyond text books
4. Making evaluation/monitoring more flexible
and integrated to classroom work
5. Nurturing and overriding identity informed by
caring concerns with in democratic polity of the
country. The session concluded with vote of
thanks.
Excerpts from Mrs. Priya Patange’s report.

Review of Budget 2019
"If you want to connect, you must let
them reflect." - Darren Lacroix
Considering this as the motto the
guest speaker Mr. Yatin Prabhakar
Dahanukar gave a brief introduction about
the topic by asking few questions which are
relevant to the daily life to ease the
atmosphere. He presented the essence of
current budget with an edifying and
informative presentation.
He concentrated mostly on where
the country gets money from and where it is
spent. He also focused on the facts and figures
stating what is going to be expensive this year
and what is going to be economical. He put
light on some key features of the current
budget and discussed the reason behind it.
Finally, he wound up his session by
showing the vision for the next decade. He
also suggested and encouraged students to
come out with more innovative ideas and to
think about being entrepreneurs. The event
was concluded by question answer session
which was followed by vote of thanks.

"Audience interaction should be
proportional to the amount of trust
you've earned." - Michael Port
And this was witnessed in this 2 hours’
session.

Students Blog
BUDGET 2019 – A REVIEW
This was the first budget after the general election. The
Union Government faced many challenges like growing
unemployment, slowness in growth and fiscal deficit. The
government aimed at striking a balance between growth and
controlling deficit.
With this as objective our Finance Minister Mrs. Nirmala
Sitaraman presented the union budget of 2019-20 with limited
elbow room. Our finance minister announced some soaps for the
society at large. To say in short soaps were very few. The
following are few elevations in this budget.
Housing sector: Our Finance Minister announced
addition of Rs.1,50,000 for new home buyers. Now anyone who
wants to buy their first home can claim interest deduction for the
current financial year only.
Cut in corporate tax: All companies with annual turn
overs up to 400 crores will have to pay less percentage of income
tax. With this 11.3% of our industries’ demand are met. This will
help them to compete effectively.
Water in every house: our government wants to give
water in every house hold. Some budgetary provisions are made
for it.
Improving fiscal deficit: our finance minister in her budget
attempted to improve fiscal deficit from 3.4% to 3.3% of GDP
laid down in statement of Account of 1st February,2109.
Electrical vehicles: For healthy environment our finance
ministers announced additional deduction of Rs.1,50,000 on
electrical vehicles loans up to Rs.7,50,000 till 2023.
To sum up, our Finance Minister did maintain a balance
between growth and deficit but there is a very little scope for
individual income tax payers. Finance Minister has stroked a
sixer by restructuring a new dogma where the individual whose
income is only Rs. 5,00,000 and the consumption of electricity is
Rs.1,00,000 will have to pay tax on electricity. There are two
benefits in this stroke one is people will reduce the consumption of
electricity which will help the environment and another one is the
tax monetary benefit to the government through tax.
BY
VIVEK BHARADWAJ

(XII Com)

Mock Interview
“One important key to success is selfconfidence. And important key to selfconfidence is preparation.”
To bring confidence in students and to make
them face the competitive world, a replica of
interview was organized by English Club in
association with college CCA on 20th July 2019 and it
was named as “Mock Interview”.
A proper interview atmosphere was created.
Students were asked to come in formal attire with
their CVs along with their applications. The interview
was conducted in two rounds. The first was group
discussion where students were divided into a group
of five and were given topic on which they spoke
extemporaneously.
Mrs. Amruta Naik, Mrs. Sujatha Vojhala,
Mrs. Bhakti Sawant, Mrs. Roshani Naik, Mrs. Mansi
Yadav were the panel for group discussion.
In the second round board interview was
conducted by a panel of three, which consists of
Father Geevarghese, Mrs. Priya Patange and the
third panel was Mrs. Suvidha Dixit for science and
Mrs. Asmita Chougule for commerce.
Excerpts from Mrs. Priya Patange’s report.

